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Abstract 
 The objective of this project is to design and manufacture an apparatus to hold LEDs at 
precise angles. The apparatus will be used with a camera to take pictures of an object inside of 
the device. The apparatus is meant to be used in conjunction with software that will interpret 
and compile images taken by the camera and produce a 3-dimensional model of the surface of 
the object. CAD and CAM software were used extensively to model each individual part of the 
assembly. The final design consists of ten pieces that form a dome. This project is intended to 
be continued by future groups in order to develop the electrical components and the computer 
software needed to interpret the images and produce the model. 
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1. Introduction 
Objective 
 The objective of this project is to design and manufacture the structure of a polynomial 
texture mapping (PTM) device. This design should position, orient, and fixture lights in a 
predetermined pattern, block out light, and secure and position the camera. The device should 
also set the angle of the specimen being measured by means of a car door mirror adjustor stage 
and joystick. The assembly is also designed to fit over a microscope stage which can adjust the 
specimen in the XY plane. Table 1 illustrates a basic decomposition detailing the most 
important design aspects. 
Functional Requirements  Design Parameters  
FR0: Provide the structure for PTM 
measurement  
DP0: PTM structure  
FR1: Position the lights  DP1: Light fixturing arc position  
FR2: Orient the lights  DP2: Orientation of the holes  
FR3: Hold the lights  DP3: LED holder interface (flat)  
FR4: Fixture the camera  DP4: Gantry  
FR5: Remove ambient light  DP5: Opaque Structure  
Table 1: Decomposition 
 
In the case of this design, design parameter one (DP0) is fulfilled by ten arc-shaped pieces which 
have seven flat planes. On each flat plane is a drilled clearance hole to which the LED holders 
will be fixtured. Each LED holder is oriented to shine light towards the center of the dome that 
is formed by the ten arcs. Figure 1 displays a drawing illustrating the shape of the unit arc with 
some important dimensions. Specifics on how this design was developed will be explained in 
the Iterations section (Section 5) of this report. 
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Figure 1: Flat Surface Polygon Design 
Background 
 PTM devices employ software which interprets the data presented by digital 
photographs. The software reviews each pixel of the image and determines the brightest pixel 
on the photograph. From the location of the pixel and the light which was active when the 
picture was taken, it determines the angle of the pixel by representing the pixel as a plane. 
Compile enough of these planes together and the software will be able to develop a textured 
surface according to the angle of each pixel plane. This is the basis of polynomial texture 
mapping. It requires only light sources of varying and predictable angles and a digital camera in 
order to properly map a specimen. 
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Rationale 
 This device is meant to produce three dimensional images of a specimen with the intent 
of studying its surface metrology. It is a prototypal device since how accurately the device will 
be able to record details on the surface metrology depends on the resolution of the 
photographs taken and the number of lights (which is 70 in this case). 
State of the Art 
 HP Labs has done extensive work with PTMs. They have come up with several successful 
prototypes of differing designs. Two of the most popular designs are a dome design, as will be 
exhibited in this paper, and a moving arc design. The various dome designs consist of lights at 
different angles with respect to the specimen and a camera which takes successive 
photographs as each light is activated. The moving arc designs move in a way to mimic a dome 
and are often used for mapping larger specimens. Figure 2 depicts these two designs. 
 
Figure 2: (a) PTM Acquisition Dome; (b) PTM Acquisition Arc 
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[Photo: M. Dellepiane, M. Corsini, M. Callieri, R. Scopigno, High Quality PTM Acquisition: Reflection 
Transformation Imaging for Large Objects, in Proc. of International Symposium of Virtual Reality, Archeology 
and Cultural Heritage (VAST 2006), Nov. 2006, Cyprus.] 
 
 Several problems arise with the PTM acquisition arc – the repeatability as a function of 
accuracy and precision of the motors which revolve the arc may result in a position error 
which causes errors in successive readings of various specimens. Even if the arc is manually 
positioned, it would be difficult to get any repeatability because of reliance on tripods to 
position both camera and the arc of lights. 
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Approach 
 The design being detailed within this report will advance the state-of-the-art because of 
its precision manufacturing and its suitable size for mapping microscopic surfaces. The dome 
will be 12 inches in diameter on the inside, smaller than the current dome PTM acquisition 
device models being used. It is intended for students of future projects to design software to 
work in conjunction with this apparatus. 
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2. Design Decomposition and Constraints 
FR0 states that the design should provide the structure for PTM measurement. This 
functional requirement is fulfilled by DP0, the PTM structure. The structure in this case consists 
of 10 unit arcs which are fixtured to a ring. This ring rests on a platform with clearance holes for 
the bolts used for fixturing the arcs to the ring. This platform also has a surface which will 
position and orient the dome to lie over the center of the observation ring. The arcs need to 
provide a means to position and orient the light.  
It was said previously that FR0 is fulfilled by the unit arc with seven holes drilled into flat 
surfaces. The flat surfaces at varying angles also fulfill FR1 and FR2. Each surface serves to 
position the light at a certain distance and angle with respect to the middle of the dome. The 
different surfaces are all normal in direction to the center of the dome, so the LEDs and their 
holders will also be oriented to be shining light towards the center of the dome. It is critical that 
this angle towards the center of the dome be as close to zero as possible so that larger 
specimens will reside within the viewing angle of the LED. The next several pages show details 
of each piece of the assembly with an explanation of functional requirements of each. 
These pieces include: 
 Base ring (Figure 3) 
 Positioning Plate (Figure 4) 
 Corner Supports (Figure 5) 
 Front Brace (Figure 6) 
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 Positioning Corner (Figure 7) 
 Raised Base- Assembly (Figure 8) 
 Top Ring (Figure 9) 
 Unit Arc (Figure 10) 
 LED Holder (Figure 11) 
 Final Assembly (Figure 12) 
 Final Assembly Exploded (Figure 13) 
 
 
Note: 1/4-20 bolts were used to assemble all the pieces together. Thusly, clearance 
holes are sized to be close fit and measure .257” in diameter. 
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Figure 3: Base Ring 
 
Figure 3 depicts the base ring onto which all of the unit arcs are fixture to. The ring holds 
them such that the angle of each light is normal to the center of the dome. This ring, or a 
variation of the ring, was consistent throughout the iterations since one design criterion was to 
ensure all lights were pointing to the center of the dome. All other base rings which fixtured the 
unit pieces were hexagonal in shape, representing six pieces. This ring has 10 sides. The 
clearance holes on the ring must line up with the clearance holes both on the positioning plate 
as well as on the unit arcs themselves. The spacing must also be the same since the line on 
which these clearance holes lie are critical to lining the lights with the center of the dome. 
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Figure 4: Positioning Plate 
 The positioning plate contains the same radius opening for specimen viewing as the 
base ring. The clearance holes are nearly a quarter inch larger in diameter than those on the 
base ring in order to accommodate the heads of the bolts that will be used to attach the unit 
arcs to the base ring. These clearance holes allow for the base ring and attached unit arcs to be 
lifted as one piece should it be needed to reposition and/or secure and position the specimen 
within. The two sets of holes at the bottom of the positioning plate allow the attachment of 
positioning pieces to ensure that the base ring and arcs assembly are always in the same 
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position and orientation with respect to the base structure to allow for repeatability from 
different mapping sessions. The four holes in each corner of the positioning plate allow for 
attachment to the pieces that will raise the plate and entire assembly about four inches above 
ground level.  These four inches will allow for clearance of adjustment devices, such as 
adjustable stages, with which the specimen’s position and orientation may be fine tuned for 
mapping. Towards the bottom of the positioning plate are two sets of two holes which are 
aligned perpendicularly with the center of the hole. These holes allow for attaching the 
positioning corner pieces, shown in Fig. 7 which will position the base ring and arcs over the 
positioning plate. 
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Figure 5: Corner Support Hollow 
 
 The corner supports are hollow because they are attached to the assembly on the 
outside. This was done to allow for as much room underneath the positioning plate as possible. 
The corner supports attach the positioning plate with the back raised support and the side 
raised supports. They will be secured using ¼-20 bolts and accompanying nut and washer. The 
method of attaching the corner supports is clear in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 6: Front Hollow Bracket 
 This two sided bracket only needs to support the positioning plate and the side raised 
supports. The front of the assembly is left open to allow for manipulation of the microscope 
stage and the joystick. Initially, this was done with the intent of using a heavy, dark, cloth sheet 
to block out light. Since the assembly will be placed within a light proof box, this opening will 
allow for better access to the specimen and the adjustable stages. 
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Figure 7: Positioning Corner 
 This piece of the assembly will orient the base ring and ten unit arcs on over the 
positioning place. There are two pieces that are designed to be fastened to the positioning 
plate. They are at the same angles as the ten sided polygon that forms the perimeter of the 
base ring. Without this piece, it would be difficult to position the free moving base ring over the 
positioning plate because of the large clearance holes that allow room for the bolt heads.  
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Figure 8: Raised Base Assembly 
 The raised base is necessary in order to have some room for the specimen to rest. The 
clearance to the top of the positioning plate is 4.25”. Within this clearance will fit a joystick 
controlled stage which will rotate the piece in the XY plane, and a microscope stage, which will 
translate in the XY plane. The distance in the Z direction can be controlled by spacers on the 
surface. The entire assembly will be shown with both exploded and assembled views to 
illustrate how everything fits together in Figures 12 & 13. 
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Figure 9: Top Ring 
 The top ring’s function is to ensure proper alignment of the arcs. It is placed at the top 
of the dome and straightens the pieces. It rests on top of the pieces, but it could also be 
fastened to all the pieces by an adhesive or mechanical fasteners. The ring’s inner diameter is 
2” to allow for the camera to have a clear view of the specimen being mapped. Should the unit 
arcs become crooked or bent for any reason, the top ring will ensure the alignment of all the 
pieces. 
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Figure 10: Unit Arc - Straight Design 
 
 This piece is the final iteration of the structure which will hold, position, and orient the 
lights. As was explained briefly before, each clearance hole lies on its own angled plane which is 
normal to the center of the. The holes are 0.53” in diameter. The first hole is 5.625° from 
horizontal, the second hole is 16.875 ° from horizontal, and each hole is 11.25° from the hole 
next to it. All angles are with respect to the center of the arc. Since the radius of the arc 
changes because of the polygon shape, the radius varies from 5.97” to 6”. The inside plane on 
which the lights rest is 5.97” from the arc center, and the intersection of two planes lie 6.00” 
from the arc center. Towards the outside (in the case of the drawing, the left side) of the arc 
unit is a straight protrusion with holes on the top surface. The bottom surface of this protrusion 
is mean to be fixtured to the base ring. 
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Figure 11: LED Holder 
 The LED holder is a store bought pieced designed to hold and orient a 10mm LED. It is 
designed to be mounted on a flat surface less than 0.3” thick by a nut and washer. The body of 
it is threaded and is ½” in diameter with 28 threads per inch. This piece will be fixtured in place 
to the unit arc. In all, there will be 70 LEDs and holders on the apparatus and they will all be 
pointed towards the center of the dome (Details on the LED may be found in the Appendix) 
Shown below is the picture provided by the distributer.  
The LED holder is plastic (ABS) with a chrome color on it. 
Included with it are a washer, nut, and plastic piece with which 
to prevent the LED from falling out of it. 
[Photo: (Unique-LEDs.com- Stock code LC-10, Product ID 1807)] 
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Figure 12: Assembly 
 
 In the above figure, all pieces of the assembly are labeled. The bolts holding each unit 
arc down are not shown, but they are inserted from the bottom and secured with a washer and 
nut on the top. The entire apparatus measures about 10.9 inches tall, 16.5 inches wide 
(excluding bolts) and 19.25 inches long. SolidWorks calculates that the assembly, excluding 
bolts and lights, will weigh 13.72 pounds and take up 141.24 cubic inches. This calculation 
assumes every part is made of 6061 aluminum alloy (Density= .1 lbm/in3).  
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The most challenging task of designing an assembly was to ensure that all the clearance 
holes lined up properly. Using SolidWorks, this was a matter of positioning the pieces and then 
allowing for reference geometries outside of the single part being edited. Another important 
matter was using the circular pattern feature. Instead of having to make holes at various angles 
with respect to a central point on the unit arc, the central point could be referenced and the 
number of holes and angle between each hole could be specified in order to make a pattern 
and not extrude cut each individual hole. 
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Figure 13: Assembly- Exploded 
 
 This image best captures how everything fits together. Excluding nuts and bolts and 
other fasteners, there are 22 pieces in the entire assembly. These include: 
 10 Unit Arc pieces 
 2 Raised Base Side pieces 
 2 Positioning Corner pieces 
 2 Hollow Corner Bracket pieces 
 2 Front Brace pieces 
 1 Raised Base Back piece 
 1 Positioning Plate piece 
 1 Base Ring piece 
 1 Top Ring piece 
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Below is a table listing the minimum stock sizes required for each piece to be machined. 
6061 T6 Aluminum stock was used to machine all parts. 
 
Piece Name Stock Piece Min. Dimensions (inches) 
Unit Arc 1.59 x 8.76 x 0.75 (x10) 
Base Ring 15.84 x 15.07 x 0.25 (x1) 
Base Plate 16 x 19 x 0.25 (x1) 
Corner Hollow 2 x 2 x 2 (x2) 
Front Brace 2 x 2 x 1 (x2) 
Positioning Corner 3 x 0.5 x 0.25 (x2) 
Raised Base Side 16 x 4 x 0.25 (x2) 
Raised Base Back 19 x 4x 0.25 (1) 
Top Ring 2.7 x 2.7 x 0.5 
Table 2: Stock Dimensions 
 
All measurements were done in SolidWorks assuming the stock pieces would be 
rectangular. Each side of the rectangle is within .01” of the boundaries of the solid model. The 
following figure shows how the dimensions of the stock material were determined. The same 
method was applied to all pieces of the assembly. 
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Figure 14: Stock Material Dimensions Example 
 
All pieces are 0.25”, 0.50”, 0.75”, 1.00”, or 2.00” thick. The 0.25” plate will be the most 
common stock used since it is used for the supporting structure of the apparatus.  For the most 
part, the surface finish of the machined pieces will not matter. For some of the other iterations 
where the triangular pieces needed to fit flush together in order to block out light, a rough 
surface may not have been acceptable since even small disparities could have let light through. 
Since there is no longer any need for the structure to block out light, the sides of the unit arc 
piece need only to have holes in the appropriate locations and not have to have a specified 
surface finish for the proper fit. 
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3. Physical Integration 
 There are several design parameters that are dependent on others (coupled) as well as 
design parameters that are independent of others (uncoupled). Below is a table showing these 
relationships.  
DP A B C D E F G H I J K 
A X           
B X X          
C X  X X        
D X   X        
E     X       
F      X      
G X      X     
H        X    
I         X   
J          X  
K          X X 
Table 3: Design Matrix 
 
Design Parameters 
A. PTM Structure 
B. Light Fixturing – Arc Position 
C. Orientation of Holes 
D. LED Holder Interface 
E. Gantry- Hold Camera (Decoupled) 
F. Opaque Structure – Block light (Decoupled) 
G. Camera Line of Sight 
H. Orientation of Specimen (Decoupled) 
I. Position of Specimen (Decoupled) 
J. Support Structure for Apparatus 
K. Clearance for Specimen 
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There are several parameters that are dependent on others. For instance, the 
orientation, positioning, and LED holder interface are dependent upon the PTM structure, or 
the arcs, because the holes are located on the arcs themselves. The clearance for the specimen 
is dependent on the support structure. The position and orientation of the specimen, the 
positioning of the camera, and the opaque structure to block light are decoupled from the 
system because they can be considered their own separate systems. The positioning and 
orientation of the specimen will be done by a microscope stage and an adjustable car door 
mirror stage, respectively. The positioning of the camera will be performed by a gantry holding 
the camera. The light blocking structure will be fulfilled by a light proof box (as opposed to the 
PTM structure in previous iterations). 
Alternatives 
 There are some alternate designs in which some of the decoupled items found in the 
final designs are coupled. Some examples include 
 Coupling the camera fixturing to the PTM structure (eliminating the need for the gantry) 
 Coupling the light blocking with the PTM structure (eliminating the need for the light 
proof box) 
There are some problems with having various design parameters coupled with other design 
parameters. As per axiom one of Prof. Christopher A. Brown’s Elements of Axiomatic Design  
Maximize independence of the functional elements. 
This is another way of keeping a design simple. Keeping the number of design elements that are 
coupled to a minimum will help to maximize this independence. 
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 In terms of different designs to hold the LEDs, there are several that were discovered 
but later discarded due to cost, various difficulties, or infeasibilities. One of these designs was 
to purchase an aluminum pipe of large inner diameter (larger than 10”) and to manually drill 
the holes in which the LEDs will fit into. The problem with this design was the high cost of such 
a large sized aluminum pipe and the precision needed to drill the holes at the correct heights 
and angles. The correct angle is needed in order to point the LEDs to the center of the pipe. 
Another problem with the pipe design is that the LEDs will get further and further away from 
the specimen being mapped as the angle increases with respect to horizontal. This was the 
same problem experienced with the plate iteration shown in Fig. 15. The cost of such an 
aluminum pipe (12 SCH 40 (12.75 OD X .375 wall) Aluminum Structural Pipe) was about $520 
for a two foot section excluding shipping from Metals Depot (metalsdepot.com).  
Although this design would have been structurally steady and heavy enough to dampen any 
vibrations, the high cost and difficulties in manufacturing eliminated it from any further work. 
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4. Prototype Production 
The prototype production consists of machining all the parts shown using a CNC 
machine and bolting them together using 34 1” 1/4”-20 bolts. The 70 LEDs will then need to be 
fastened down to the arc units using the provided washers and nuts that come with each of the 
LED holders. The only things that will not be machined in this prototype are items that will be 
purchased- the LEDs, the LED holders, and the nuts and bolts that will keep the assembly 
together. Future use of the device may require use of an adjustable stage to adjust the 
specimen. An appropriate setup involving cameras, light controller, and software is not 
available to test the prototype. 
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5. Iterations 
 One of the most important aspects of engineering design is building upon and improving 
past iterations. The first step of designing anything is to decide exactly what the device needs to 
do. In the case of designing a PTM acquisition device, it was clear that there needed to be a way 
of positioning and orienting lights in a predictable and predetermined manner. The PTM device 
needed to have some way of giving a camera a view of the specimen being mapped. The PTM 
device also needed to have some kind of structure to hold the light sources in place in order to 
have consistency from reading to reading.  
 Having the LEDs positioning in a spherical pattern around a central position is an 
intuitive thing to do. If the LEDs were at varying positions from the central point then it would 
be necessary to control the brightness such that all LEDs provided equal illuminative power to 
the specimen. Figure 15 depicts one design where the LEDs were at 5°, 10°, 15°,…, 75° from 
horizontal. 
 
Figure 15: Plate Iteration 
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The LEDs in this design were at varying distances from a central point. The holes, 
however, were consistent with angles of a section of a circle. The figure below shows how this 
was done. The radius of the arc is 6.00”, and each line is 5° from the next line. This design, like 
the other triangular designs that will follow, can be made out of one plate of aluminum if it has 
the correct dimensions (12.5” x 36”+(Diameter of cutting tool/sin45°) x .25”) and the aluminum 
pieces are cut with the triangular pieces staggered in order to maximize the amount of material 
used in the piece being cut. 
 
Figure 16: Maximizing Space on Stock Material 
 
 One thing to take into account when measuring the stock material required for an 
operation like this is the size of the cutting tool. This size must be added using the dimensions 
of the tool divided by the angle of the cut. For example, if the tool is of width .5” and the angle 
of the cut is 45°, then the width added in the horizontal direction is about .71”. In this case of 
this, we would need to add 7(.71”) + 36” = 41” to take into account the diameter or width of 
the cutting tool. 
 The figure on the next page details how the positions of the holes on a flat plate can be 
analogous to a curved surface with holes at certain angles. 
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Figure 17: Line and Arc Equivalences 
 
 The important thing to notice from Figure 17 is that each line intersects both the 
straight line and the 90° curved arc. The outer curve is used to guide the direction of the line 
using the angle of line with respect to horizontal and the center of the arc. This shows the basis 
for having a plate design to hold the LEDs. The downside to this design is the difficulties in 
fixturing each plate together or to a base. Shown in Figure 18 is one such design for fixturing 
the plates. 
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Figure 18: Assembly- Plates 
 
There are six total plates in assembly here attached by brackets. The angle from one 
plate to another is 138.6°. It was thought that that a 135° angle bracket could be opened more 
to accommodate the angle from plate to plate, but the 135° brackets were usually used in 
wood working. Another problem with this design was the fact that the sides of the plate 
needed to be machined to be angled in order to get the proper alignment for each plate to fit 
up against the plate next to it. The plate is only 0.25” thick, so getting the proper angle would 
be difficult. 
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Figure 19: Rounded Inside Tent Piece 
 
This thick and heavy design was the result of wanting a heavier piece in order to block 
out light and to be more resistant to any vibrations. At first, it was a thicker version of the 
previous iteration (the plate) with the inside curved out, but it was much easier to use the 
revolve pattern feature within SolidWorks to create the holes. The depth of the holes varies 
from .25” to 2.4”. It is a precursor to the spherical cut inside. It is different from the spherical 
cut tent piece because the inside surface is cylindrically cut from the side, which leaves more 
material and keeps the unit heavier. Disadvantages of this design are the machining 
complexities and the high stock aluminum cost. 
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Figure 20: Spherical Cut Tent Piece 
 
 This design builds upon the cylindrically cut tent piece. The inside of the tent piece is 
spherically cut. The name tent piece comes about from the shape that the final assembly takes- 
a hexagonal pyramid, or tent shape. According to SolidWorks, it weighs about 5.26 lbs when 
machined out of a 6061 aluminum alloy. This design iteration requires use of the 4th axis within 
a CNC machine, thus complicating the fabrication. The reason for the need of a special device is 
brought about by the fact that each of the holes holding an LED in this design is at a different 
angle. The tent piece would have needed special fixturing as a result of the need for the 4th axis 
machine. This piece brought about the entire assembly for the final design, that is, it has the 
raised base, the base ring which connects all the tent pieces, the positioning plate which has 
clearance holes for the base ring, and positioning corner pieces which help to position the base 
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ring over the positioning plate. The assembly was finalized using this iteration of the basic arc. 
Shown below (Fig. 21) is the assembled spherical cut tent piece with its support pieces. Also, 
notice in Fig. 22 that around each hold on the inside of the piece is a flat surface onto which the 
LED holder will be fastened to. 
 
Figure 21: Spherical Cut Tent Assembly 
 
From this CAD drawing, one can clearly see the similarities in the base design. The same 
features are found on this assembly as the final design, except for the op ring. The top ring was 
not necessary for this design because the sides of the tent pieces were machined to fit flush 
against one another in order to block light out. 
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Figure 22: Flat Surfaces 
 
 This is a head on view of the inside of the spherical cut tent piece. The circles highlighted 
in orange are the perimeter of the flat surfaces onto which the LED holder will be fixtured to. 
This design would also need threaded holes into which the LED holders, which is threaded on 
the outside, to allow for the LED holder to attach to the tent piece. The holes on this particular 
piece vary in depth from 0.23” to 2.7”. The reason for the change from the cylindrically cut tent 
piece is because this design includes the small circular planes onto which the LEDs mount as 
well as the curvature of the sphere instead of the curvature of a cylinder. Figure 23 shows a 
mock LED holder fixtured in the hole. Note the clearance for the LED holder given by the flat 
plane around the hole. 
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Figure 23: Fixtured LED Holder 
  
 The LED holder has outside threads of size 1/2-28 (1/2 inch diameter by 28 threads per 
inch). Not only is this a strange sized thread pitch, but it is above the fine pitch normally 
associated with a 1/2” thread. One problem with having to screw in the LED holder is the 
obvious problem of having the wires from the LED being twisted as you screw or unscrew the 
LED. Also, because some of the holes extend more than 2 inches into the piece, the contact of 
the wire leads to the sides of the piece becomes a problem. In the final design, this problem is 
overcome by use of the nut and washer that come with the LED holder and the fact that the 
LED leads are exposed to open air where they can be protected by the accompanied bottom 
fitting. At a price of $0.14 each, the LED holders can be easily and inexpensively replaced should 
they break.  
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 The iterations in which the base ring and positioning plate were first designed were only 
fixturing six tent pieces, and therefore only had six sides. The figures that follow (Figures 23-26) 
will illustrate this along with explanations as to how each design was brought about. 
 
Figure 24: Iteration of Base Ring 
 
 The base ring is the most important piece, besides the tent piece, in the past iterations. 
The base ring positioned, oriented, and fixtured each of the tent pieces. It followed the shape of 
the bottoms of each tent piece so it was relatively easy to design. The hole positions which 
allow the tent pieces to be fixtured to the base ring were directly cut from the dimensions on 
the bottoms of the tent pieces, as will be illustrated in Figure 24. 
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Figure 25: Origin of the Base Ring 
 
This figure best shows exactly how the base ring was designed. It has the same 
dimensions as the bottom plane of the assembled tent pieces. This CAD drawing also shows 
how the holes on the bottom are positioned- with respect to the corner of the tent piece. 
Figure 26 on the next page depicts how the positioning plate was designed. 
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Figure 26: Detailed View of the Positioning Plate 
 
 Figure 25 depicts how the positioning plate was formed. It is just large enough to 
accommodate the base ring. Notice how the positioning corner pieces (the small rectangular 
pieces towards the bottom) position the base ring over the positioning plate. The fact that the 
base ring and tent piece assembly can be freely moved brought the need to have the 
positioning corner pieces in order to properly align the base ring with the positioning plate. The 
pillars protruding from the base ring are the bolts which fixture the tent pieces to the base ring. 
The holes on the bottom of the tent pieces are tapped (1/4-20) in order to fasten the tent 
pieces to the base ring. This particular method of fixturing the tent pieces to a base ring as 
opposed to fixturing the pieces to one another was chosen because of the problems faced with 
the plate iteration (shown in Figure 17). Figure 26 on the next page illustrate the clearance 
holes on the positioning plate which make room for the heads of the bolts. 
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Figure 27: Clearance Holes on Positioning Plate 
 
The bottom plane in this figure is the bottom of the positioning plate. Here you can see 
that the positioning plate only accommodates the bolts holding down the tent pieces. This 
design decision was made in order to be able to lift the tent assembly off of the positioning 
plate to make it easier to insert the specimen to be mapped.  
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Figure 28: Iteration- Solid Block Bracket 
 Figure 27 shows one design for keeping the raised base support. It is a block of 
aluminum of dimensions 2” x 2” x 2”. You can see the holes are staggered in order to prevent 
any interference by the tapped holes. The bolts pass through clearance holes on the raised 
supports and fasten into the solid block. This iteration did not make it to the final design 
because it was decided to make as much room as possible under the structure. Also, there 
would have been two separate designs to hold the two corners in place. A similar design braced 
the front end of the structure with two holes instead of three and of dimensions 2” x 2” x 1”. 
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Figure 29: Hollow Corner Bracket 
 
 This is the final corner bracket design. It is a redesign of the solid block design shown in 
Figure 27. It is hollowed out and placed on the outside corners of the support structure in order 
to maximize room on the inside. It is secured to the base using 1/4-20 threaded bolts and nuts. 
Clearance holes are dimensioned to .257” (Close fit). The piece is dimensioned as shown in the 
drawing above (Fig 28) 
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6. Discussion 
 Every iteration underwent a visual design procedure by which geometries and angles 
had to coalesce to form the various shapes that were shown in the iterations. The most visual 
of these design processes was the development of the cylindrical and spherical cut tent pieces. 
The first step of designing these pieces was to shape the outline without taking into account the 
triangular nature of the piece. Using a 6” radius on the inside, and a 45 degree slope for the 
plane on the outside, dimensions were found for the side profile of the design. The thickness of 
the flat plane that comes into contact with the ground surface was then inputted into a 
hexagonal shaped piece in which the outer corners of each rectangular shape would overlap. 
This is shown in Figure 30 below. 
 
Figure 30: Design of the Base of the Tent Piece 
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 From Fig. 30, notice that the 6” corresponds to the radius of the circle, which is also the 
radius of the cylindrical and spherically cut tent pieces. The 2.8388” corresponds with the 
required thickness of the piece in order to be parallel to the plane on which it rests. Figure 31 
below shows how the design of the profile of the tent piece came about. 
 
Figure 31: Design of Profile of Tent Piece 
 
 The triangular shape of the tent piece was forced out of the preceding images, but the 
angles to which the pieces taper was the result of another condition- the fact that a symmetric 
hexagon has 60° sides. The top view of the assembly with tent pieces of squared edges had 
distinct overlapping of the edges because the sides haven’t been tapered yet. Figure 32 on the 
next page illustrates within SolidWorks the material that will be cut away (shown in the blue 
sketch) from the material that exists. The angle at which the cut was made was the same angle, 
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138.6°, as the plate designs. The cut needs to be made perpendicularly (pointing towards the 
center of the circle) in order for the tent pieces to line up perfectly. 
 
Figure 32: Tapered Cut on Tent Piece 
 
 The final design does have its problems as a result of some design criterion. The LED 
holders limit how thick the piece may be in order to be able to use the included nut and 
washer. The nut is .145” thick and the washer is .05” thick. The threaded section of the LED 
holder is 0.5” long, so this leaves a maximum thickness of 0.30” for the unit arc. The final design 
has a thickness of 0.25” so this is plenty of clearance for the LED to be properly fastened to the 
surface. While the design isn’t as heavy as it was previously designed to be, it still has the 
stability provided by the top ring to help prevent vibrations caused by movement. Another 
advantage to using the polygonal shaped arc is that it is much easier to manufacture than most 
of the other iterations while still keeping with all of the design criteria. The simplest to machine 
by far was the flat plate design, but it had the problem of having LEDs at different distances 
from the center of the structure. 
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 Overall, every single design had to fulfill several requirement- orient and position the 
lights in a predetermined fashion, have a line of sight from the specimen being mapped for the 
camera, block out light that may interfere with the mapping process, and create some 
clearance in which the specimen to be mapped will be placed. Not every iteration succeeded in 
fulfilling all these requirements. Those that did were discarded for budget reasons, 
manufacturability, or both. The final design does not need large expensive stock to be 
manufactured, it is easier to manufacture since it can be fixtured within the CNC machine 
without the use of special equipment. 
Recommendations 
 This project is meant to be built upon by project teams that will be able to synchronize 
the timing between the LEDs turning on and the camera taking a photograph. This project will 
also require a future team to develop the software with which to analyze the photographs and 
process them to create a map of the surface. It is recommended that measures be taken to 
ensure a stable surface for the PTM acquisition device to rest upon in order to get the best 
results. 
 Another recommendation is to acquire a microscope stage, something that was outside 
of the budget for this project. The microscope stage, ideally, will be a two axis device to make 
translational adjustments to the specimen. 
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7. Conclusions 
 The final design of a PTM acquisition device designed to measure the surface texture 
consists of the following 22 pieces, which are machined out of 6061 aluminum alloy stock: 
 10 Unit Arc pieces 
 2 Raised Base Side pieces 
 2 Positioning Corner pieces 
 2 Hollow Corner Bracket pieces 
 2 Front Brace pieces 
 1 Raised Base Back piece 
 1 Positioning Plate piece 
 1 Base Ring piece 
 1 Top Ring piece 
 
By far the most important piece of these is the unit arc piece. The unit arc fulfills several 
requirements of the design- it holds lights at predetermined angles and it allows for a line of 
sight for the camera of the specimen to be mapped. The other pieces of the assembly serve as 
support, clearance, positioning, or fixturing elements. Each of these pieces were designed using 
the CAD software SolidWorks and are all original designs. Other pieces that are used in 
conjunction with these 22 pieces are 34 1/4-20 bolts and 70 LED holders. The LEDs are meant to 
be hooked up to a central processor which dictates the sequence of lights turning on when the 
digital camera, connected to a computer, takes a picture. 
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9. Appendix 
 
Figure 33: Dimensions of LED 
 
Figure 34: Luminosity of LED 
 
Complete Data sheet on this LED may be found at:  
 http://www.unique-leds.com/images/datasheets/1025MW7C.pdf [2005 Unique-Leds] 
 
